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Abstract. Some results on fixed points related to the contractive compositions of bounded operators in 
complete metric spaces are discussed through the manuscript.  The class of composite operators under 
study can include, in particular, sequences of projection operators under, in general, oblique projective 
operators.  
1. Introduction 
Some results on fixed points related to the contractive compositions of bounded operators in a class of 
complete metric spaces  dX , which are also Banach spaces if X is a vector space on a certain field F  
(usually R  or C ) and the metric is homogeneous and translation-invariant, so that it is also a norm, are 
discussed through the manuscript.  The class of composite operators under study can include, in 
particular, sequences of projection operators under, in general, oblique projective operators. Section 2 is 
concerned of composite operators which include sequences of pairs of contractive operators including, in 
general, oblique projection operators in the operator composite strip. The results are generalized in 
Section 3 to sequences of, in general, non constant bounded closed operators which can have bounded, 
closed and compact limits and such that the relevant composite sequences are also compact operators. 
This manuscript addresses Banach´s  contraction principle [1-4] guaranteeing the existence of unique 
fixed points under contractive conditions fulfilled by some relevant strips of composite operators within 
in the whole composite sequence of operators. 
2.   Some results on contractive mappings and fixed points under projection operators 
Let  kT be a sequence XXTk :  of  self-mappings on a vector space X over a field F , where  d,X   
is a metric space and  consider a sequence  kP  of (non-necessarily orthogonal) projection operators on 
X  of respective ranges kM   which are  then closed subspaces of X , [3] . We can then consider a 
sequence of  projection operators  
kMP  with kM MXP k :  such that kMk PP   so that 
kk PrKePImX   and kk PImxPz   is in kM  for any Xx  and   kk PKerxPIzxz   for 
 00  NNk , Now, consider sequences  kx  in X   and  kz  in kM  with kkk xPz  such that  the 
identities: 
      kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk xPITxPTxPIzxPIxPxTx   11111111      (2.1) 
 
hold  by construction for 0Nk . The subsequent result holds: 
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that  dX ,  is a complete metric space with the metric  0: RXXd  being 
homogeneous and translation- invariant and X0 ; 0Nk . The following properties hold: 
 
(i) If all the self- mappings  on X in the sequence  kT  are non-expansive and the sequence of projection 
operators  kP  from X  to the sequence of subspaces  kM  is uniformly bounded then 
   12 , kk zzd ; 0Nk .     
  
(ii) Assume that the self- mappings on X in the subsequence  
0nkk
T   are contractive for some 00 Nn , 
that the sequence of operators  kT  converges to XXT : and that the projection 
operator XMXP :  is constant  and  bounded  (i.e. if it is not orthogonal, that is, it is oblique,  then 
its norm exceeds one  and it is finite)  then  Property (i) holds. Furthermore, 
  0, 12   kkk zzdlim and  kkk xTPz 1  is a Cauchy sequence which converges to some unique 
limit point   MPTxz   for any initial iterate Xx 0 where   XTxx  is the unique fixed point of 
XXT : .  
 
(iii) Assume that there is a strictly sequence of nonnegative integers  kj  such that the difference 
sequence  kk jj 1  is uniformly bounded and has a limit NJ as k . Assume also that the 
associate sequence of composite self-mappings    
kkk jjjkk TT...TjjTˆ 11 1,1    is contractive and that 
the sequence projection operators  kP  from X  to the sequence of subspaces  kM  is uniformly 
bounded and has a set of subsequences each converging to a set   ij PˆP i   of projectors from X  to 
 ijM .  Then,   0, 111   kjkjk zzdlim , and there is at most a finite number J  of distinct Cauchy 
subsequences  kjz with distinct limit points  Jzˆ,...,zˆ1 in X . 
 
Proof: Since the metric is homogeneous and translation -invariant then the complete metric space  dX ,  
associated with the vector space X can also be considered as a Banach space  ,X  under the metric-
induced norm defined as  yxdyx , ; Xy,x  . The norm of any projection operator in the 
considered sequence is defined as       xPsupx
xP
sup
x
xP
supP k
Xx
k
Xx
k
Xx
k
1110 
 ; 
0Nk . Then, if   XXj,kTˆ  :1  is the left-composite self-mapping   jjk TT...TjkTˆ 1,1   for any 
  0N j,jk , one gets from direct calculations,  by using the property that the metric is homogeneous 
and translation-invariant,  the following relations  for any iterated sequences  kx  in X and  kz  in kM  
constructed as kkk xTx 1 , kkk xPz   with  arbitrary Xx 0 ; Nk : 
  12  kk z,zd   1122  kkkk xP,xPd  22211121   kkkkkkkk xPxPxP,xPd  
             222111111121   kkkkkkkkkkkk xPxPxP,xPdxP,xPd  
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             21221121   kkkkkkkk xP,xPdxP,xPd  
         21221121   kkkkkkkk xPxPxPxP  
         212121   kkkkkk xPPxxP  
            0,, 212211   kkkkkk xdPPxxdP  
             002, 01211 ,x,kTˆdPPxTTxTdP kkkkkkkk      
              002, 012011 ,x,kTˆdPPxxdP kkk    
               0, 021011 ,xdPPxxdP kkk    
                 0210001 0,0, xPPxdxTdP kkk   ;  0Nk                                      (2.2) 
 
since the metric is homogeneous and translation-invariant, the norm is an induced-metric norm, then  
    000 0 ,x,kTˆd,xdx kk   where kk Mz  , and the self- mappings in the sequence  kT   on X  are 
all non-expansive; 0Nk , and the sequence of projection operators  kP  from X  to the sequence of 
subspaces  kM  is uniformly bounded with  kk Psup0N . Then, one has from (2.2): 
   012 4, xzzd kk  ; 0Nk                                                                                              (2.3) 
 
where 1  if all the projections are orthogonal and 1 , otherwise. Hence, Property (i). If 
PPP kk  1 for 0Nk is a constant  bounded projection from X  to M  with XMM k  being  
constant for 0Nk  and all the self-mappings on X  of the sequence  kT   are contractive then one gets 
from (2.2) for the real constant   knk KsupK 00 N
  such that  10 ,K   that  Property (i) holds according to 
the relation: 
      11111112 ,,,   kkkkkkkkkkkkkk xTxTxTxTdPxTxTdPzzd  
   111111 ,,   kkkkkkkkkkkk xTxTxTxTdPxTxTdP  
    1111 ,0,   kkkkkkkk xTxTdPxTxTdP  
    1111 ,,   kkkkkkkk xTxTdxTxTdP  
 1111 --   kkkkkkkk xTxTxTxTP  
111 --   kkkkkk xTTPxxTP  
     00101--
011 ,kTˆ,x,kTˆdTTxxTP nkkkkk    
  
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 

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1
, nkk
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nk xTT
K
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xxdKP  ;   00 Nnk                     (2.4) 
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so that   0, 12   kkk zzdlim  from (2.4) for any initial value Xx 0 of the iteration since 
010 nkK and 0- 1 kk TT  as k  since   TTk  . Then,  kz  is Cauchy sequence which 
has a limit z in M , since M  is closed, [4].  It is now proven that   PxMz  is the unique limit point in 
M  of any sequence of iterates where   XTxx  is a fixed point of the self-mapping XXT : which 
is unique from Banach contraction principle. It is now proven that XXT : is contractive. Assume not 
so that one has if XXT : is not contractive: 
     11111   kkkkkkkkkkkkkk TxxTxTTxxT,xTdTx,Txdx,xd  
                        111   kkkkkkkkkkkkkk TxxTxTTxxT,xTdxT,xTd  
                        111 0   kkkkkkkkkk TxxTxTTx,dxT,xTd  
                        111   kkkkkkkkkk xTTx,TxxTdxT,xTd  
                        11   kkkkkkk xxTTxT,xTd  
                       11   kkkkkk xxTTx,xdK ; 0nk   
for nonzero kx and 1kx since XX:Tk  is contractive for 0nk  . Then, on gets, since 0TTk as 
k , that 
       011 11    kkkkkkkkk xxKsuplimxxTTKsuplim  
which is a contradiction since 1kK for 0nk   unless  kx converges to zero. If  kx  converges to zero 
then there are   001 N nn and   k
nk
Ksupn
1
10 1 
   such that TTk  for all 1nk  since 
0TTk  as k and some 11 nk  such that 0111  kk xx  that yields the contradiction 
    010 1111  kkk xxK   
Thus, if the subsequence  
0nkk
T  is contractive in X then its limit XXT : is also contractive.  Now, 
since XXT :  is contractive then its fixed point is unique since  d,X  is complete. It is clear that 
PTxz   is a limit point in M of any iterated sequence. Assume that it is not unique so that there are two 
limit points   MzxPTzPTxz  ˆˆ, for some   Xxx ˆ which is not trivially a fixed point of 
XXT : (since the fixed point Xx of the contractive self-mapping XXT :  is unique if  d,X  is 
complete). Thus, from Banach contraction principle and since  d,X  is complete, one has  
   
     xxdKPxTxTPxTPxTPxTPxTPd kkkkkkk ,ˆˆˆ,ˆ0  ; 0Nk                  (2.5) 
 as k  since  kT  converges, there is  a limit self-mapping T on X : 
zPxPTxxPTxPTz kk  ˆˆ                                                                                                     (2.6) 
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Thus, zzxTP k  ˆ  as k . Hence a contradiction to zz ˆ  and then z in M  is the unique limit 
point of MXPT : even in the event that there is   XTxxx ˆ such that zPxPTxxPT ˆ . 
Property (ii) has been proven. 
On the other hand, if the sequence of operators is uniformly bounded then 

k
k
Psup
0N
 and, if  
furthermore, the sequence of compositie mappings   kk jjTˆ ,1  is  contractive with some constant 
 10 ,Kˆ   given by      110 k kj jj jk KsupKˆ N , 0Nk , where  kj  is a  strictly increasing sequence of 
natural numbers such that the sequence  kk jj 1  is uniformly bounded, one has directly from (2.1)-
(2.2): 
     kkkk jkkjjj xj,jTˆxdzzd 1,,1    
                              001 2 xx,xdKˆ kj  ; 0Nk                                                          (2.7) 
    kkkkk jkkjjij xj,jTˆxdzzd 1,,     
                                   0011 2 xx,xdKˆK kkk k jij jj j                                               (2.8) 
for 0Nk , where   ki  is a sequence of finite sets of natural numbers satisfying 
    11 1   kkk jjjij  for 0Nk . Thus, one gets from (2-7)-(2.8): 
     0,, 11    kkkkkk jjjjjjj zzdlimzzdlim                                                                              (2.9) 
for any  kij since kj  as k and. Since  kk jj 1  is uniformly bounded with existing 
limit NJ as k ,    kkk jjjkk TT...TjjTˆ 11 1,1    is contractive and the projection sequence 
 kP  from X  to  the sequence of subspaces  kM  is uniformly bounded while having a finite set of 
subsequences  
ijP  converging to a set ij PP i
ˆ  of projectors from X  to  kM for Ji then 
      00,1ˆ,0,1ˆlim,lim 001111 11     xjTPxjTPdzzd kjkkjkjk kkjk                     (2.10) 
so that   01 0,1ˆ111 xjTPz kjkkj    is a Cauchy sequence  satisfying: 
     11 ijjijkiiij zˆTT...TlimPˆzˆz kikkk  as ij Mi ;    0 1ˆ k iji kMXz  
                                                                                                                                                              (2.11) 
for at most J distinct points Jzˆ,...,zˆ1 since, by hypothesis, there is a natural number J satisfying 
  11
0
  kkk
jjlimJ
N
 and since   ij PˆP i  ; Ji . Hence, Property (iii) holds.                           
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Remark 2.2. The existence of some   XTxxx ˆ in the proof of Theorem 2.1(ii) often happens. For 
instance if MXPT :  is linear then axxx ˆ fulfils the relations zxPTPxPTx  ˆ  for any 
PTKerxa  .                                                                                                                                         
 
The following auxiliary result to be then used holds: 
 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that  the sequences of linear self-mappings  nT  and  nP  converge to respective 
limits P  and T  being  mappings from X  to XM   and from X  to X , respectively in the sense that 
xPTxTP nn  as n  from any Xx .  Let  ,X  be a Banach space with the norm of any 
XXQ :  being defined by  
xQQ
xXx 1,
sup

                                                                                                                      (2.12) 
For any given R ,  00 nn   such that  tpTP nn  where Pp   and Tt  . If 
XXPT :  is contractive then the sequence  nn TP  of mappings from X  to X is then asymptotically 
contractive.                                                                                                                                               
3.   Results on contractive mappings of sequences of composite bounded operators 
The results of Theorem 2.1 are now extended to the study of contractive compositions of linear operators 
belonging to two sequences of bounded operators  ikT  with     XTImXTDom:T ikikik  to X ; 
2,1i  so that none of them is necessarily a projection on some subspace of X . Some preparatory results 
are first established. In the following, a Banach space  ,X , where X is a vector space on a field F, 
being equivalent to a complete metric space  dX ,  with a homogeneous and translation-invariant metric 
induced-norm  0: RXXd is considered such that    yyxdxdx  ,0,   for any real   
and any Xyx , . The subsequent result refers to the asymptotic distances in sequences involving a 
convergent composite sequence of bounded linear operators. 
 
Lemma 3.1. Consider a Banach space  ,X , with X0 , being equivalent to a complete metric space 
 dX ,  with a homogeneous and translation-invariant metric induced-norm  0: RXXd . Consider 
also a composite sequence of two sequences of bounded linear operators  kkk TTT 12  defined 
by     XTImXTDom:T kkk  defined by   xTTxTTxT kkkkk 1212  for any  kTDomx , where  
    XTImXTDom:T ikikik  ; 21,i  , provided that     kk TDomTIm 21  and 
     112 kk TDomTIm ; 0Nk . The following properties hold: 
 
(i) Assume that   iik TT   2,1i .Then,   012  xTT,xTdlim kk ;  kTDomx ; 0Nk . 
(ii) Assume that   11 TT k   2,1i .Then,   012  xTT,xTdlim kkk ;  kTDomx ; 0Nk . 
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(iii) Assume that   22 TT k   2,1i .Then,   012  xTT,xTdlim kkk ;  kTDomx ; 0Nk . 
(iv) Define the operator composite sequence   k,ikTˆ 1  of operators as   kkik TT...Tk,ikTˆ 11   
with kkk,jkjk TT....TTT kk 121 ; 0N k,i  subject to     k,jjk TDomTIm 1 for kjj , 
  11  k,kj TDomTIm k   and    01 NJjk ; 0Nk . Define also the operator composite 
sequence of  operators   k,ikTˆ 10   as 
 
      01020010 1000 100 1 kkkjik,ik,jikjkkik TT...T....TT...TTT...Tk,ikTˆ kikik                                         (3.1) 
for 0Nk,i , where jkjk TT 0  if jkT has not  a limit as k  and  jjk TT 0  if jkkj TlimT   .Then 
     011 0 

xi,ikTˆ,xi,ikTˆdlim
k
 ;  10TDomx  , 0Ni  
 
Properties (i)-(iii) hold for any  10TDomx .                                                                                   
Property (iv) is direct from Properties (i)-(iii) and the associative property of composition of operators 
since for any  0Nk , xTk  exists in  kTIm  if    kk TDomTIm 21  and    kk TImTDom 211   for 
 10TDomx , and then,    kk TDomTDom 1  and    kk TImTIm 2 ; 0Nk since 
 
     kkkjik,ik,jikjkkik TT...T....TT...TTT...Tk,ikTˆ kikik 121111    ; 0Nk                      (3.2) 
Then, for any finite Ni , one gets: 
      jjik kj j TTock,ikTˆk,ikTˆ    00 11  
                                                       0
1
0    ik kj j jjjkj jjj TToc   as k                 (3.3) 
for some positive finite constants jc and jjc   since any linear operator 
0
jj
T with a limit jT  admits a 
unique decomposition jljj jj T
~TT  0 , with 0jl jT
~  as k , kj j , ik,...,,j  21 .      
The subsequent result given without proof is concerned with the closeness of the limit operator if the 
sequence of operators is closed. 
 
Lemma 3.2. Consider a sequence of closed linear operators  nT  defined by 
    XTImXTDom:T nnn   in a Banach space  ,X ,  such that 
   1 nn TDomTIm with      1nn TDomTIm , which converge to a limit operator 
  XTImX(T)DomT  : . Then, such a limit is a closed operator which is bounded if all the 
operators of the sequence are bounded.                                                                                                
 
The limit of bounded converging sequences belongs to the domain of the limit operator.  Furthermore, 
one has for any bounded sequence  nx  converging to  TDomx : 
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  0 nnnnnnnn xTTxxTTxxTTTxTxxT                                        (3.4) 
 
as k then TxxT nn   strongly so that   XTImX(T)DomT  : is a closed operator as a result.  
                                                                                                                                                                
The above result can be extended to sequences of operators not all of them being bounded provided that 
each of such sequences of operators can be decomposed as a composition of subsequences of composite 
operators such that  each of such a composite subsequence is bounded. The above result can be applied to 
sequences of  operators not all of them being bounded. It is well- known that a sequence of linear 
operators on a Hilbert space [5-6] is bounded if and only if they are closed and their domain is the whole 
vector space X , [1, 4]. Thus, we can obtain following result from Lemma 3.2: 
 
Lemma 3.3. Consider a sequence of linear bounded operators  nT  defined by XX:Tn   in a Banach 
space  ,X  which converge to a limit operator XXT  : . Then, such a limit is a bounded linear 
(and then continuous and closed) operator.                                                                                                
 
The subsequent result , stated without proof, is concerned with the limit operator of a sequence of linear 
operators being compact if all the operators in the sequence are bounded and at least one of them is 
compact: 
 
Lemma 3.4. The following properties hold: 
(i) Consider a sequence of bounded compact linear operators  nT  defined by 
    XTImXTDom:T nkn   in a Banach space  ,X ,  such that 
   1 nn TDomTIm with      1nn TDomTIm , which converge to a limit operator 
  XTImX(T)DomT  : . Then, such a limit is a compact operator.   
 
(ii) Assume that the sequence nT  of bounded operators satisfies that there is at least one compact 
operator within all subsequences 11 1 nnn jjj T,,...T,T being subject to    jnnn cjjmax 10N  for 
some subsequence   0Nnj  for any 0Nn . Then, the  composed operator  m,nTˆ  is compact as it is 
its limit provided that it exists. 
 
Proof: We have to prove that if  nx  is bounded then  nxT  is convergent. Note that for  given bounded 
sequences   inx  and   jnx  ; 0Nn,j,i that  
 
               jnnjnninninnjnin xTTxTxTxTTTxxT   
                                  jninnjnninn xxTxTTxTT                                                   (3.5) 
and, one gets  by taking subsequences     ini xz  ,     jnj xz    
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 ji TzzT     jninjin zTzTzzTT                                                                     (3.6)                                           
 
Since   TTn  , we can find 000 Ni,n  such that  for   00 N nn ,   0ij,imin  , we have: 
   
c
TT n 4
 ,    cKz,zmax zji 2 and 2 jnin zTzT   
for any given c and    Rc , since  iz  and  jz  are bounded subsequences, and  in zT  
converges, so that it is a Cauchy sequence, since  nT  contains at least one compact operator. As a 
result, ji TzzT     22  is arbitrarily small for   being sufficiently small. Thus,  izT  is 
convergent.    Property (i) has been proven. Property (ii) follows from Property (i) and the fact that any 
operator composite sequence of bounded operators is a compact operator if there is at least one which is 
compact.                                                                                                                                                  
 
Now, define the composite operator   XXk,ikTˆ  :1 ;   0N ik,i  by  
   kkkjik,ik,jikjkkik TT...T....TT...TTT...Tk,ikTˆ kikik 121111    ;  10TDomx    (3.7) 
; 0Nk . Define also the sequence   k,ikTˆ 10   of composite operators as 
  00 100 1 kkik TT...Tk,ikTˆ  ; 0Nk  where 0 ikT   replaces each operator in the composite operator 
ikT   by its limit when such a limit exists. A result is now given based on the existence of the following 
limit: 
     011 0 

xi,ikTˆ,xi,ikTˆdlim
k
;  10TDomx   
 
The following result can be proven by using Lemmas 3.1-3.4: 
Theorem 3.5. Consider the operator composite sequence   k,ikTˆ 1  ; 0N i,k of composed linear 
bounded operators in (2.15) on a Banach space  ,X , subject to      k,jjk TDomTIm 1  
for kjj ,   11  k,kj TDomTIm k and    01 NJjk ; 0Nk , and the sequence of 
composed linear operators   k,ikTˆ 10   of (2.14) defined in the same way as   k,ikTˆ 1  as 
k by replacing each operator  possessing a limit by such a limit. The following properties hold: 
 
(i) Either the sequences   k,ikTˆ 1  and   k,ikTˆ 10   have limits and both limits coincide or 
none of them has a limit and, furthermore, and    k,ikTˆk,ikTˆ 11 0   as k . 
 
(ii) If the limits of Property (i) exist and are finite then the limits of the sequences of operators 
  k,ikTˆ 1  and   k,ikTˆ 10   as k ; 0Ni have the same set of fixed  points. 
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(iii) Assume, in addition, that for some 0k , there is at least one compact operator in the composition 
operator  k,ikTˆ 1 , and that       k,jjkjk TDomTmITIm 1  for kjj , 
    11   k,kjkj TDomTmITIm kk   for i 0  and some 0Ni  and that all the operators 
are closed. If Property (i) holds with     *Tˆk,ikTˆk,ikTˆ  11 0 as k ; for some 0Ni  
and 1 KTˆ* , then *Tˆ is contractive and  
             yk,inkTˆxk,inkTˆlimyk,k,inkTˆxk,inkTˆlim
kn,k
1111 00 

 
                                             
   
0
11  

yTˆxTˆlim
ni*ni*
n,k
;  10TDomy,x                       (3.8) 
, the sequences of composite operators   j,jkTˆ   and   j,jkTˆ 0 converge to zero as k , and 
    XTˆImXTˆDomTˆ *** : is bounded, closed and compact and has a unique fixed point in 
   ** TˆmITˆDom   to which all sequences with initial conditions in  *TˆmI  converge.  
 
(iv) Assume that there is a (in general, non unique) strictly increasing sequence of nonnegative integers 
 kj  with 00 j  and   mjj kk 10  such that  
       kkkkkkkk jjTˆKjjTˆjjKˆjjTˆ ,,,, 11122                                                 (3.9) 
; 0Nk  for some nonnegative real sequence   kkk j,jK 1 ; 0Nk and some real constant  10 ,K  . 
Assume, in addition, that for some 0k , there is at least one compact operator in any composite 
operator  kk jjTˆ ,1  and that all the operators are closed. Then, the sequences of composite operators 
  j,jkTˆ   and   j,jkTˆ 0 converge to zero as k  for any finite 0Nj  . Finally, assume that 
  *gkk TˆjjTˆ  ,1  as k . Then,  *gTˆ  is contractive, continuous, bounded, closed and compact and 
has a unique fixed point in    ** TˆmITˆDom   to which all sequences with initial conditions in  *TˆmI  
converge. 
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